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Aims and Scope
Reviews in the Neurosciences (Rev. Neurosci.) provides a
forum for reviews, critical evaluations and theoretical treatment
of selective topics in the neurosciences. The journal is meant to
provide an authoritative reference work for those interested in
the structure and functions of the nervous system at all levels of
analysis, including the genetic, molecular, cellular, behavioral,
cognitive and clinical neurosciences. Contributions should
contain a critical appraisal of specific areas and not simply a
compilation of published articles.

Readership includes: neurologists, psychologists, psychiatrists, neuropharmacologists, neurochemists, neurophysiologists, neuroanatomists, neuroendocrinologists, neurogeneticists and behavioral neuroscientists.
Submission of a manuscript to Reviews in the Neurosciences
implies that it has not been published before and is not under
consideration for publication elsewhere. It is the corresponding
author’s responsibility to ensure that all authors approve of the
manuscript’s submission for publication. Once the manuscript is
accepted, it may not be published elsewhere without the
consent of the copyright holders.

Submission of manuscripts
Manuscripts may be submitted online at the following URL:

https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/revneuro.
Refereeing of manuscripts
Submitted manuscripts will undergo a peer review process.
During online submission, please indicate the names and e-mail
addresses of at least three potential referees who are not
members of the Editorial Board of this journal. Revised
manuscripts must be submitted within eight weeks of the
authors' notification of conditional acceptance.

Preparation of manuscripts
Manuscripts must be written in clear and concise English and
should be regarded as final texts as no changes are possible at
the proof stage other than correction of printer's errors.
General format
Manuscripts (including table legends, figure legends and
references) should be typed double-spaced with font size of 12
pt letters. Pages should be numbered (with the title page as 1)
and have margins of 2.5 cm (1 inch) on all sides. Footnotes in
the text should be avoided in favor of parentheses.
Sections
Manuscripts should be organized into: Title page, Abstract, Key
words, Body with subsections (Body may be preceded by an
outline of the structure of the review), Acknowledgments,
References, Tables and Figure legends.
Title page
The Title page should include (a) an informative title; (b) names
of all authors (with one first name in full for each author),
followed by their affiliations (department, institution, city with
postal code, country); (c) the mailing address, fax, phone
number and e-mail address of the corresponding author; (d) a
running title of up to 50 characters. If more than one institution
is involved in the work, the authors' names should be linked by
superscript consecutive numbers to the appropriate institutions.

If required, small superscript letters should be used to indicate
present addresses.
Abstract and Keywords
The second page of the manuscript should contain the Abstract
and the Key words. The Abstract should be a single paragraph
of no more than 250 words. Abbreviations and reference
citations should be avoided. Below the Abstract provide up to
six Key Words, which are not part of the title, listed in
alphabetical order and separated by semicolons.
Acknowledgments
Acknowledgments should be placed at the end of the text.
Names of funding organizations should be written in their
entirety.
References
For citations authors are encouraged to rely as far as possible
upon articles published in primary research journals. Unpublished results and personal communications should be cited as
such within the text; Meeting abstracts may not be cited. Within
the text references should be cited by author and date; et al.
should be used if there are more than two authors, e.g. (Gerfen
and Bolam 2010; Hogan et al. 1986). At the end of the text the
citation list should be in alphabetical order. Journal names
should be given by employing commonly used abbreviations.
Citations should be in accordance with the following examples:
Journal article:
Nikolaus, S., Mamlins, E., Hautzel, H. and Müller, H.-W. (2019).
Acute anxiety disorder, major depressive disorder, bipolar
disorder and schizophrenia are related to different patterns of
nigrostriatal and mesolimbic dopamine dysfunction. Rev.
Neurosci. 30: 381–426.
Book chapter:
Gerfen, C.R. and Bolam, J.P. (2010). The Neuroanatomical
Organization of the Basal Ganglia. In: Steiner, H. and Tseng,
K.Y. (Eds.). Handbook of Basal Ganglia Structure and Function.
Elsevier/Academic Press, pp. 3–28.
Book/monograph:
Hogan, B., Costantini, F., and Lacy, E. (1986). Manipulating the
Mouse Embryo: A Laboratory Manual (Cold Spring Harbor
Laboratory Press, Cold Spring Harbor, USA).
Tables
Tables should be typed on separate pages and be numbered
consecutively using Arabic numerals. A short descriptive title,
column headings, and (if necessary) footnotes should make
each table self-explanatory. Please indicate in the manuscript
the approximate position of each table.
Illustrations
Electronic files containing illustrations should be provided in a
generic graphics format (tif or jpg preferred; use PowerPoint or
eps files only if no other format is avialable). For reproduction,
high-resolution (approx. 400 dpi and better) images are
required. All figures will be reduced in size to fit, wherever
possible, the width of a single column, i.e. 80 mm, or a double
column, i.e. 168 mm, of text. Ideally, single column figures
should be submitted with a width of 100 mm, double column
figures with a width of 210 mm. Lettering of all figures within the
article should be uniform in style (preferably a sans serif
typeface) and of sufficient size (so that the final height will be
approximately 2 mm). Upper-case letters A, B, C etc. should be
used to identify individual parts of multipart figures. All figures
must be cited in the text in numerical order. Reference to figures
is to be made as Figure 1 etc. in the text and captions.

Color figures: Authors are encouraged to submit illustrations in
color if necessary for conveying their scientific content.
Publication of color figures is provided free of charge both in
online and print editions.
Line drawings: These should also be provided as high-resolution
files. No additional artwork, redrawing or typesetting will be
done by the publisher. Note the faint shading or stippling may
be lost upon reproduction, heavy staining or stippling may
appear black.
Figure legends: These should be provided on separate,
numbered manuscript pages. All symbols and abbreviations
used in the figures must be explained, except for standard
abbreviations or others defined in the preceding text.

Note for authors of NIH-funded research
Walter de Gruyter Publishers acknowledge that the author of an
NIH-funded article retains the right to provide a copy of the final
manuscript to NIH upon acceptance for publication or thereafter,
for public archiving in PubMed Central 12 months after
publication in Reviews in the Neurosciences. Note that only the
accepted author's version of the manuscript, not the PDF file of
the published article, may be used for NIH archiving.

Abbreviations
No separate list of abbreviations is accepted. Abbreviations and
acronyms should be defined parenthetically within the text upon
first appearance.

Editor’s-in-Chief Office

Author photo and short CV
Authors may submit a portrait photograph and a short scientific
CV (4-6 sentences, written in 3rd person singular) for articles
with 4 authors or less. Please use the appropriate “file
designation” terms for the CV text file(s) and author
photograph(s) during online submission. This information will be
published in the article after the References section.
Note: As per De Gruyter policy, no author list changes are
permitted after acceptance of an article. The De Gruyter
production team is instructed to enforce this policy during the
production/proofing process.
Offprints/PDF files
The electronic files of typeset articles in Adobe Acrobat PDF
format are provided free of charge and are made accessible
from the online content website of the journal upon publication.
Access details are sent to the e-mail address of the
corresponding author. Paper offprints can be ordered in addition
during the proof correction process.

Please contact the journal staff if you have any further questions
(e-mail: RNS@uni-duesseldorf.de or rev.neurosci.editorial@
degruyter.com). We will do our best to assist you.
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